
Valued Input Went into Striving 
to Meet Your Needs
Text development today involves a team that includes authors and publishers and valuable input from instructors who share their knowledge and
experience with publishers and authors through reviews and focus groups. Such feedback has shaped this edition, resulting in reorganization of
existing content and expanded coverage in key areas. This text has continued to evolve as a result of feedback from instructors actually teaching
integrated science courses in the classroom. Reviewers point out that current and accurate content, a clear writing style with concise explanations,
quality illustrations, and dynamic presentation materials are important factors considered when evaluating textbooks. Those criteria have guided
the revision of the Integrated Science text and the development of its ancillary resources.

New to This Edition
This third edition has several added features that develop sociocultural connections and highlight the integrated nature of science in order to un-
derscore the relevance of science to students’ everyday lives:

■ A core concept map has been added to the beginning of each chapter. This concept map identifies the central theme of the chapter and
shows how the content of the chapter supports that theme. In addition, it shows how the content of the chapter is related to concepts
discussed elsewhere in the text. The core concept map, combined with the chapter outline and overview, help to give the student the big
picture of the chapter content and the even bigger picture of the integrated nature of science.

■ Science and Society boxes relate the chapter’s content to current societal issues. Many of these boxes also include questions that are designed
to promote classroom discussion and encourage student participation.

■ Myths, Mistakes, and Misunderstandings boxes provide brief scientific explanations to dispel a societal myth or a home experiment or project
that enables students to see the fallacy of the myth.

■ For Further Analysis exercises have also been added to the end of each chapter. This set of exercises may include analysis or discussion
questions, independent investigations, or activities intended to emphasize societal issues and develop critical thinking skills and a deeper
understanding of the chapter content.

■ Invitation to Inquiry exercises have been added to the end of each chapter. These consist of short, open-ended activities meant to pique
student interest in the chapter content.

A number of organizational changes have also been made and new topic areas added to the text:

■ Some computational examples have been added back into the Third Edition, often with an optional heading, to offer instructors material to
place a greater emphasis on problem solving in their courses, if so desired.

Chapter 1 What Is Science?: The section on pseudoscience has been expanded, and a Concepts Applied on inverse square law has also been added.

Chapter 2 Motion: A discussion of fundamental forces was added. The scope of Newton’s third law has been expanded.

Chapter 3 Energy: A new section on alternative sources of energy has been included.

Chapter 4 Heat and Temperature: The section on thermometers was reorganized, while the content on plasma and the thermodynamics section were expanded.

Chapter 5 Wave Motions and Sound: A Connections box on red shift was added.

Chapter 6 Electricity: New Connections boxes on Michael Faraday and Thomas Edison have been included.

Chapter 7 Light: A new Concepts Applied on why the sky is blue has been added.

Chapter 9 Chemical Reactions: The section on mixtures has been expanded.

Chapter 11 Nuclear Reactions: There are new Closer Look boxes on Marie Curie and on how half-life is determined.

hapter 12 The Universe: The section on apparent magnitude scale has been expanded. The material on COBE, WMAP and the age of the universe has been

updated. A Closer Look on Hubble’s Law has also been added.

Chapter 13 The Solar System: A discussion of the MESSENGER spacecraft mission has been added, while the information on more recent missions, such as the

Cassini-Huygens mission, Mars Exploration Rovers, Spirit and Opportunity, has been updated. New photos from the Mars Exploration Rover mission have also been

included.

Chapter 14 Earth in Space: This chapter has been restored and updated from the previous edition. A Closer Look on the celestial sphere has also been added.

Chapter 15 The Earth (previously chapter 14): There are expanded sections of coverage, including the rock cycle and surface earthquake waves. A new section on

“ridge-push” and “slab-pull” models of plate tectonics has been added, complete with illustrations.

Chapter 16 The Earth’s Surface (previously chapter 15): The section on earthquakes has been reorganized and expanded. The coverage of the Mount St. Helens

volcano has been updated.

Chapter 19 Organic and Biochemistry (previously chapter 18): The section on nomenclature has been simplified. The discussions of cholesterol and lipoproteins,

stereo isomers as drugs, and thermoplastic polymers have all been updated. There are also several revised graphics and a new Connections box on generic drugs as

stereo isomers.

Chapter 20 The Nature of Living Things (previously chapter 19): The discussion of photosynthesis and cellular respiration has been moved into the text and

expanded to improve the coverage and simplify the discussion. A new table describing the levels of organization for living things has been added. Additional infor-

mation on microscopes, and iso-, hyper-, and hypotonic solutions has been incorporated. New sections on what enzymes are and how they work, and on energy

transfer molecules of living things—ATP—have also been added. This revised chapter also includes a greatly modified presentation on mitosis, additional informa-

tion on cancer, and an abundance of new figures intended to better address the interests of the nonscience major.

Chapter 21 The Origin and Evolution of Life (previously chapter 20): There is a new section on the contributions of Louis Pasteur. A new Closer Look box on the

life of Darwin has been added. Two contemporary examples of the process of evolution—changes in beak size of Darwin’s finches and the evolution of insecticide 1 Preface
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Multimedia Supplements

Digital Content Manager CD
Electronic art at your fingertips! This cross-platform CD
ROM provides you with visuals from the text in multiple for-
mats. You can easily create customized classroom presenta-
tions, visually based tests and quizzes, dynamic content for a
course website, or attractive printed support materials.
Available on this CD are the following resources in digital
formats. These items have also been placed into PowerPoint
files for ease of use:

■ Art and Photo Library: Full-color digital files of all of the

illustrations and many of the photos in the text can be readily

incorporated into lecture presentations, exams, or custom-

made classroom materials.
■ Worked Example Library and Table Library: Access the

worked examples and tables from the text in electronic

format for inclusion in your classroom resources.
■ Animations Library: Files of animations and videos covering

various topics are included so that you can easily make use of

these animations in a lecture or classroom setting.
■ Lecture Outlines: Lecture notes, incorporating illustrations

and animated images, have been written to the third edition

text. They are provided in PowerPoint format so that you

may use these lectures as written or customize them to fit

your lecture.

Online Learning Center
The Online Learning Center is an online repository for teach-
ing and learning aids for the Integrated Science text. It houses
downloadable and printable versions of traditional ancillaries
plus a wealth of online content in an instructor’s edition and a
student edition.

Instructor’s Edition of the Online Learning Center:
The text-specific Online Learning Center includes the fully down-
loadable instructor’s manual. The instructor’s manual, written by
the text authors, provides chapter outlines, an introduction and
summary for each chapter, suggestions for discussion and demon-
strations, and multiple-choice questions (with answers) that can
be used as resources for cooperative learning. It also includes an-
swers and solutions to all end-of-chapter questions and exercises
not provided in the text. Additionally, the instructor’s edition of
the online learning center features integration theme ideas and syl-
labi contributed by instructors who are presently teaching the In-
tegrated Science course across the country.

The Online Learning Center also contains the instructor’s
edition of the lab manual, visuals from the text in jpeg format,
over two hundred animations, questions for use with personal
response systems, a feedback page, and many other features.

Student Edition of the Online Learning Center:
Students can use the Online Learning Center to study in a vari-
ety of ways, including: scorable practice quizzes, additional self-
assessment quizzes, animations, puzzles and flashcards that use
key terms and definitions from the text, an online glossary, a ca-
reer center, and web links.

Classroom Performance System
The Classroom Performance System (CPS) by eInstruction
brings interactivity into the classroom or lecture hall. It is a
wireless response system that gives the instructor and stu-
dents immediate feedback from the entire class. The wireless
response pads are essentially remotes that are easy to use and
engage students. CPS allows instructors to motivate student
preparation, interactivity, and active learning. Instructors re-
ceive immediate feedback to gauge which concepts students
understand. Questions covering the content of the Integrated
Science text and formatted for the CPS eInstruction software
are available on the Integrated Science Online Learning Cen-
ter.

Instructor’s Testing and Resource CD-ROM
The Instructor’s Testing and Resource CD-ROM contains the
Integrated Science test bank (over seven hundred test questions
in a combination of true/false and multiple choice formats)
within McGraw-Hill’s EZ Test testing software. EZ Test is a flex-
ible and easy-to-use electronic testing program. The program
allows instructors to create tests from book specific items. It ac-
commodates a wide range of question types and instructors
may add their own questions. Multiple versions of the test can
be created and any test can be exported for use with course man-
agement systems such as WebCT, BlackBoard or PageOut. EZ

 



Test Online is a new service and gives you a place to easily admin-
ister your EZ Test created exams and quizzes online. The program
is available for Windows and Macintosh environments. Also lo-
cated on the Instructor’s Testing and Resources CD-ROM are
Word and PDF files of the test bank, the instructor’s manual, the
instructor’s edition lab manual quizzes from the Online Learning
Center, and personal response system questions. The Word files
for the test bank, instructor’s manual, Online Learning Center
quizzes, and personal response system questions can be used in
combination with the testbank software or independently.

Printed Supplementary Materials

Laboratory Manual
The laboratory manual, written and classroom-tested by the au-
thors, presents a selection of laboratory exercises specifically
written for the interest and abilities of nonscience majors. Each
lab begins with an open-ended “Invitations to Inquiry,” de-
signed to pique student interest in the lab concept. This is fol-
lowed by laboratory exercises that require measurement and
data analysis for work in a more structured learning environ-
ment. When the laboratory manual is used with Integrated Sci-
ence, students will have an opportunity to master basic scientific
principles and concepts, learn new problem-solving and think-
ing skills, and understand the nature of scientific inquiry from
the perspective of hands-on experiences. There is also an in-
structor’s edition lab manual available on the Integrated Sci-
ence Online Learning Center and Instructor’s Testing and
Resource CD-Rom.

Transparencies
A set of one hundred full-color transparencies features images
from the text. The images have been modified to ensure maxi-
mum readability in both small and large classroom settings..


